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How the Wool is Treated
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sheep a day, while a man using hand-shea.rs will
have done a good day's work in clipping 30. .
The first and finest clip, called " la.mb's
wool," may be taken at about the age of
8 months. Fleeces from sheep shorn for the
first time, at about the age of 12 or 14 months,
are known as '' hogg wool.'' Fleeces from
sheep that have already been shorn are called
"wether wool," and are of r elatively less value.
Wool taken from the pelts of sheep in slctughter. houses is known as " skin " wool, and is inferior to the shol'n wool obtained from
live sheep.
After shearing, the fleeces are rolled up
in bundles and sent to the mill, where
they are sorted. Not only do the various
kinds of sheep furnish widely different
qualities of wool, but different qualities
are obtained from the same animal. The
best quality wool is obtained from the
sides and shoulders.
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" filling," but the warp threads must be able
to bear much greater strain, and are twisted
harder (see Spinning and Weaving). Formerly
nearly all woollen goods were dyed soon after
·leaving the loom, but now the practice is
becoming more general of dyeing the yarn
before spinning.
After the cloth leaves the loom, any defects
of knotted or broken yarns are made good.
Then the cloth is saturated with hot water
and soap, and rubbed between slow-revolving
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Scouring the Fleece
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Although the fleece m ay ·have been
washed on the live sheep's back, it still
has to be scoured. Scouring rids the wool
thoroughly oi the stains of earth and dust
which it has picked up, and of the greasy
matter, called "yolk," secreted by the
skin of the animal.
The wool is then dried and is ready
for blending, to produce cloth of the desired quality. If other materials are to be Lying in the shadow of Worcestershire Beacon, whic.h ri~Es to a
1,444 feet, is the fashionable watering-place of Great
mixed with the wool such as silk, cotton, height of
Malvern. lts mineral springs attract many visitors.
or shoddy they may be added at this
stage. Usually, however, they are twisted with rollers to give the amount of shrinkage desired.
the wool yarn after spinning, ·or combined in The soap is then washed out and the cloth is
the weaving.
stretched so that it may dry evenly.
The wool is now oiled to restore its natural
Next the nap is raised in a '' teaseling ''
pliancy, and is ready for "carding," an opera.. . machine by means of thousands of little steel
tion which pulls the fibres apa,r t so that they hooks, which scratch the surface, and then
lie loosely, separated in a, uniform film. This trimmed by a very fine machine, which acts on
is done by revolving cylinders covered with the principle of the lawn-mower. After being
leather strips fitted with fine long wire teeth.
pressed between hot plates and dry-steamed
If the wool is to be used for '' worsteds,''
to impart lustre, it is finally ready for
it must be combed in addition to being carded, market.
to make the fibres lie parallel to one another,
Australia is the world's largest wool producer.
so that the threads when spun will be regular South America and South Africa are also large
in shape and hard and compact. The wool
producers. ·
for " woollens " is not, combed, but after WORCESTERSHIRE, ENGLAND. This midemerging from the carding machine in light land county, 716 square miles in area, has long
strands, called '' rovings,'' goes directly to the been. famous for its orchards, market gardens
spinning-room, where the mixed and matted and hop gardens. The most important hills
fibres are spun into a soft, loose, irregular are the Malvern and the Lickey Hills, and much
thread.
of the county is in the valley of the Severn and
In the spinning-roorn the fibres are drawn the Avon, which is here known as the V ale
·
out and spun into a single yarn. The yarns of Evesham.
are then twisted into two, three, or four ~
The northern section of the county contains
strands, or used singly, according t.o the part of the Black Country, where iron-working
coarseness or fineness of fabric desired. Soft is carried on. Carpets are made at Kidderfragile yarn is often used for " weft " or mjnster, and Worcester is noted for its exquisite
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